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Midmark Dental Solutions is your key
to practice efficiency.

Veterinary Dental Solutions from
Midmark provide you with a host of
innovative products to help
increase efficiency and productivity.
The ergonomic designs create an
efficient workspace, saving you
time and physical strain during
dental procedures.

Get the equipment and
education you need for your
dental practice from one trusted
source--Midmark. Care for
your patients without the worry
and aggravation of sourcing and
maintaining equipment from
multiple manufacturers.

Let us help you customize a dental
solution that is perfect
for you. Our full line of veterinary
dental equipment includes:
• The precise and easy-to-use
VetPro® line of veterinaryspecific dental imaging
products
• VetPro® dental delivery
systems—the ultimate in quality,
reliability and ease-of-use
• Matrx® Anesthesia—the brand
you trust—available in many
models and mounting
configurations so you can get
one that's perfect for your
dental suite

We know that equipment options are scattered
and procedures can be lengthy without the right
equipment. That's why we have brought together
field research in the veterinary dental space and
our commitment to efficient patient care to create
Midmark Veterinary Dental Solutions.

• Cardell® Touch
multiparameter monitors—
safe, reliable and user-friendly
touch screen vital signs monitors
• Midmark casework featuring a
sturdy, steel-frame construction
• A wide variety of ergonomic
seating solutions
• Quality, shadow-reduced
lighting options
• Midmark Academy – fieldproven continuing education

Canis Major® Wet Treatment
Table puts your patients right
where you want them with the
first and best adjustable-height,
lifting wet table. Patients up to
300 lb are quickly and easily
positioned before, during and
after procedures.

Midmark 255 LED Procedure
Light is designed to deliver
superior, quality illumination that
is affordable. With the shadowreducing light head and the
non-drifting counterbalanced arm
design, you can keep your attention
on the patient, not your light.

Matrx® Anesthesia has been the #1
choice of veterinarians for over 50 years,
and still is. Choose the best for your
patients and enjoy the peace of mind that
comes from partnering with Midmark.

The Cardell® Touch Multiparameter
Monitor is designed to be both highly
advanced and easy to use. With veterinaryspecific algorithms and exclusive Cardell®
Blood Pressure technology, the Touch is the
latest innovation from the most trusted name
in veterinary vital signs monitoring.

Detection beneath the surface leads
to proper diagnosis.
Did you know that 60% of
the tooth lies beneath the
gum line, beyond what we can
see with the naked eye?

Whether your clinic is equipped with film, fully
digital or a combination of both, we feel you
should have the freedom to choose what you are
most comfortable using without sacrificing the
quality, service and support that you've come to
expect from the Midmark brand. That's why we
provide you with multiple imaging options and the
training and support you need to get the best use
of your equipment.

VetPro® CR Radiography Reader
Capture images on thin, flexible
phosphor imaging plates using
your existing X-ray equipment
and techniques.

VetPro® systems are the ultimate in
efficiency, quality and ease of use in
veterinary dental delivery systems.

VetPro® DC Complete Systems–
The most intuitive, easy to use,
veterinary-specific software and
control panel on the market.
Just select a tooth and take the shot.

Our technology improves the quality and quantity of
procedures you can perform—enhancing patient health
and practice profitability. Get the most efficient oil-free,
worry-free, hassle-free solution for your veterinary dental
delivery needs. And Midmark VetPro® dental delivery
systems give you unsurpassed reliability, backed by our
trained service technicians and independent service
network.

Vetpro® 1000 (Shown with optional venturi suction.
This accessory easily retrofits to any Vetpro® 1000 to
expand the capabilities of your practice with your
existing unit.)

VetPro® OptiMax Digital Sensor
The world's first veterinary-specific sensor
combines optimal clarity with maximum
durability. OptiMax has a patented biteresistant housing, is hermetically sealed
(waterproof ), and carries the strongest warranty
on the market. It's also the most stable,
intuitive and easy-to-use system on the market,
designed specifically for veterinary use. Just
select a tooth and take the shot.

Vetpro® Swivel Highspeed Handpiece
and Coupler with Fiber Optics—a handpiece
option designed for the rigors of veterinary
dentistry. 360-degrees of swivel allows for
better ergonomics, reducing fatigue and
improving the precision of your work.

Midmark Academy – continuing
education for the veterinary professional
SM

After years of research and
collaboration with industry
experts, we have developed
field-proven CE training
programs and tools that will
teach you how to lead your
practice to lasting success
and dentistry excellence for
your patients. Remember,
you’re never too wise to
learn new tricks.

Training
Dental Success Tools

With a curriculum covering best practices in dentistry,
radiography, anesthesia monitoring and more, our
RACE certified courses are designed to provide
essential dentistry training for you and your entire staff.
We offer them as single courses and in packages that
are customized to meet your needs.

In addition to tools that measure, benchmark and track
your dentistry program, we also offer the Veterinary
Dental Success Kit. Our success kit takes the pain out of
developing your own handouts and brochures, gives your
staff the confidence and support to deliver a consistent
message about the quality of your dentistry, and improves
compliance to your dental recommendations.

For a complete course listing or to learn more about
our courses, visit midmarkacademy.com.

Our Training Team
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Call 1-800-360-2186 or visit
midmarkacademy.com for more information.
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Our nationwide training network of top fully
credentialed specialists lead the industry in training
and educating veterinary clinics. All members of
our training network are either NAVTA accredited
specialists with the VTS (Dentistry) or VTS
(Anesthesia) designation or have submitted reference
letters from at least two diplomates of the American
Veterinary Dental College (AVDC).

“I learned more in three days than I did in ten years of intermittent
wet labs, reading journal articles and watching DVDs.”
Dr. Jason Hutt
Liverpool Animal Health Clinic

